
Studio Solutions



Panasonic Multi-camera Studio Solutions

Dedicated production / television studio featuring installed camera systems 
Suitable for installed, professional studios for broadcast calibre production

Dedicated studio system: high 
quality and cost-effective

  
Self-operated studios that rely on a minimal crew and fixed camera positions 
Remotely controlled cameras suitable for studios dedicated to regional and local TV, 
specialist TV, AV, corporate TV and webstreaming

Remotely controlled and cost-effective mini PTZ HD cameras

Remotely controlled mini PTZ broadcast HD cameras

ENG to studio conversion packages

Cost-effective components unlock full studio functionality and ergonomics without the 
need to invest in dedicated studio cameras.

Shoulder and handheld camcorders 
modified to integrate fully into a studio

Camcorders adapted for remote control

Fast ENG-studio conversion system
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There is no longer a typical 
studio. Fixed broadcast studios, 
corporate green screens, 
live video streaming suites, 
temporary TV installations, 
occasional multi-purpose media 
spaces... 

Panasonic has camera systems, 
PTZ minicams and camcorder 
adapters that can help you 
transform your concept into 
a broadcast-quality TV studio. 

With a variety of options 
to meet every budget 
and programming need, 
we can help you identify 
the right technical and 
creative solution.

The Holdan team has 
been involved in dozens 
of studio installations over 
many years. Call in our studio 
team for expert advice and real-
world practical experience.



This AK-HC3800 HD camera meet the needs of high-end TV broadcasters. 
It features optical fibre capabilities for long-distance, uncompressed 
signal transmission, remote control over IP and 16-bit A/C 
image processing, yet is very competitively 
priced for a system of this calibre.

Dedicated HDTV  
Broadcast Studio  

Studio Systems
AK-HC3800 connects to the AK-
HCU200 Camera Control Unit (CCU) 
which manages all incoming and return 
video and intercom signals, prompter 
output and optical to HD-SDI and SD-SDI 
conversion.

Camera controller
The AK-HRP200G panel attached to the 
HCU200 CCU is serial or IP connected to 
manage all image and iris settings and 
to match each camera in the studio.

Dedicated studio cameras
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PTZ Cameras
Panasonic develops PTZ cameras which capture HD 
images and give operators full control over the pan, tilt 
and zoom functions of the head.

•   AW-HE120 is a 3MOS camera with a 20x zoom and 
built-in neutral density (ND) filters

•   AW-HE60S: 18x zoom lens, IP video monitoring, and an 
infrared night time shooting mode

PTZ Cost-effective Studio Bundle
Affordable and easy to operate 
multiple HE60s PTZ cameras are 
controlled by an RP50 controller with 
an HS50 for HD production switching.

PTZ HDTV Studio Bundle
A typical package includes multiple HE120 
PTZ cameras, an RP50 controller and an 
AV410 HD vision mixer.

Minicam Studios
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Remote control
Remotely controlling the positioning and video output 
of individual cameras is inexpensive and straightforward:

•   AW-RP50 is compact and precise, controlling up-to 5 
PTZ cameras via IP or up-to 100 using a network hub

•   AW-RP120 (pictured) also features PTZ tracing. 
This memorizes standard camera movements to 
streamline productions



Panasonic Production Switchers and Vision Mixers

•   Compact and nimble: AW-HS50: an incredibly portable and 
affordable 5 channel switcher, the perfect companion to the 
Panasonic AW-RP50

•   Power and portability: AW-AV410: a full-feature 9 channel 
switcher with colour correction, clipstore, dual picture-in-
picture (PiP) and a built-in monitor, high quality keying and 
advanced effects and a flexible multiviewer output

•   Versatile broadcast performance: AW-AV450: 16 channels, 
dual screen multiviewer, dual redundant power, colour 
correction, clipstore, multiple keyers and advanced effects

Studio Options

Test & Measurement
Match cameras and ensure the legality of video signals with Blackmagic 
Design’s SmartScope Duo is a inexpensive dual monitor with waveform 
and vectorscope displays and much more.

Viewfinders 
Compact LCD monitors are equipped with tally lamps and image controls 
and are available with tilting stands. Models include: 
•  BT-LH910GE 9” 1280 x 768 monitor (pictured) 
•  Datavideo TLM-700HD 7” 800 x 480 monitor 

ISO Recorders 
The output of each camera can be captured independently for editing and archiving with a 
PC-based multi-channel recording system:
•   Metus Ingest 2 - 6 channel MPEG-2 / H.264 capture and transcoding station 
•   Quadrus 2 - 10 channel DNxHD / MPEG-2 capture station with Avid integration

Dynamic Support
Studio supports add a dynamic element to video production.  Cambo 
offers a range of low-cost studio dolly-based pedestals and a range of 
jibs with pan and tilt heads, tripod mounts and dolly wheels
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From ENG to studio camera 
Panasonic’s HPX255, HPX371, HPX500 and HPX600 P2 
camcorders can be adapted for studio use with the Nipros 
system. 

Rigging a camcorder for the studio
HDS-300 converts a handheld and shoulder-mount ENG 
camcorder into a studio camera. It provides an external 
chassis for mounting a monitor and control unit and 
has accessible audio / video and power connections. A 
dedicated monitor is mounted onto the module.

Adapting camcorders for studio signals and 
communications
The multi-core conversion system ES-500P attaches to the 
camera to provide HD signals (output and return), remote 
control, tally and timecode, intercom, and more.

Integrating camcorders into the studio gallery
The ES-600P connects with the ES-
500P and interfaces with the remote 
controller and the production desk. 

Controlling camera and lens settings
The camera is linked to an external unit - the 
AG-EC4 or the cost-effective - for remote 
control device.



The Nipros system: ENG to studio conversion

Instant Studio System
Our package includes a HPX255, HPX600 or HPX371 camcorder, 
Datavideo MCU-100 (pictured right) or Panasonic EC4 connected 
directly to the camera plus a Datavideo7” HD monitor.  

With addtional use of the Nipros HDS-300 chassis, the camera operator 
manages lens functions via controls attached to the tripod handle. The 
package is supplied complete with power, control and signal cabling.
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Your preferred reseller

Holdan Limited
1-2 Waterside Business Park
Hadfield, Glossop
Derbyshire
SK13 1BE
Tel: 01457 851000  | Web: www.holdan.co.uk

Panasonic fast adapter system

Eng - Studio quick conversion system 
Where camcorders will have true multi 
function, used frequently both in the studio 
and on location, Panasonic’s quick adapter is a 
great solution.  

It attaches in minutes and provides an 
impressive level of two-way communication 
between the camera and the production desk. 
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ENG to the studio in seconds

While the Nipros system is designed to modify cameras 
for extended periods of use in the studio, Panasonic’s fast 
adapter system can switch roles very quickly. Functionality 
includes remote camera control, two way video and audio 
transmission, tally, genlock. and intercom. 

The package includes: 

• AG-AC300G adaptor

• AG-BS300 base station

• AG-EC4G remote controller

• AG-YA500G viewfinder interface


